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The summer is here and the Annual Fair has now come and gone. We
have had some superb club presentations over the last three months. Mike
Tubb showed us his Singer Sewing Machine cards. A very enlightening and
entertaining evening. Do you know how to operate a sewing machine as I
have visions of you bringing in a real one? Edward Dixon caught the somber
mood with his postcards from The Great War. Alan Copeland showed his
characteristic enthusiasm with his "Tales of the Unexpected" tour of unusual
landmarks. I liked the faces on the traffic lights!
If you have any items for the auction, please see Richard as I am sure
he could do with more Lots. John Devaney would also appreciate any
contributions, large or small, for the magazine. Not only does John edit our
magazine but he is also Editor of the C.S.G.B.'s bi-monthly "Cartophilic Notes
and News". He does a superb job on both the magazines and must be
congratulated for submitting the winning article for C.N. & N. with his entry
on the Titanic. Well done John.
Our Annual Fair was, once more, a tremendous success. A big thank
you to Bryan, Geoff, and Roy for all their hard work in organizing it. We had
many compliments from both dealers and collectors. All expressed their
thanks for a well-run and happy event. We had 540 people through the door;
only 20 less than last year but still higher than the previous year. The
competition entries were very impressive although the numbers voting were
slightly down on last year. Well done to John Cahill and his team for all their
efforts. Thanks, also, to Christine and her intrepid team on the entrance table
who were kept busy throughout the day and to Ken Hussey for presenting
the awards (and for all the kisses!).
The competition winners included Roy Hathaway (Cig/Trade cards)
who scored an exceptional hat-trick by winning 1st,2nd,and 3rd places in this
category. In the postcard category we had 1st place won by Coral Print; 2nd
place was Ken Hussey; and 3rd place Geoff Ashton. In the 'mixed card'
category, 1st place was won by Derek Davis; 2nd place was Mike Tubb; and 3rd
Coral Print. Congratulations to everyone who entered. I thank all those who
have helped to make the Rivermead Fair the best in Britain. Well, I am a bit
biased! Now the Fair is over, we can look forward to the visit to Fawley which
I know will be very good. Enjoy the rest of the summer.
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RIVERMEAD COMPETITION 2013 WINNERS
COMPILED BY JOHN CAHILL

CLASS 1 : Cigarette Cards / Trade Cards or Both
Place and winner of The Presidents Cup
1st. Place Entry No. C6 Title --- "Cocoa or Chocolate" To-- Roy Hathaway
Place and winner of The Charvil Cup
2nd Place Entry No. C5 Title --- "The History of America" To-- Roy Hathaway
3rd Place Entry No. C4 Title --- "Smooth as Silk"
To-- Roy Hathaway
CLASS 2 : Postcards
Place and winner of The Collectors Fare Trophy
1st. Place Entry No. P4 Title ---"Huntley and Palmers" To-- Coral Print
Place and winner of The Loddon Cup
2nd Place Entry No. P6 Title --- "The Heavy Horse"
To—Ken Hussey
3rd Place Entry No. P3 Title --- "Walking in the Zoo" To—Geoff Ashton
CLASS 3 : Cigarette Cards / Trade Cards with Postcards
Place and winner of The Kimberley Cup
1st. Place Entry No. M3 Title --- "Underground 150" To—Derek Davis
Place and winner of The Kennet Cup
2nd Place Entry No. M4 Title --- "Agriculture"
To—Michael Tubb
rd
3 Place Entry No. M2 Title --- "Zulu Wars 1879"
To—Coral Print
Prize Draw From the Judging Forms
Two Winners of £20 Each
1st Winner : J. Fisher (Prize £20)
2nd Winner : Mrs. I. Kelly (Prize £20)

Number of completed voting
forms: 111.
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RIVERMEAD COMPETITION RESULTS FOR 2013
COMPILED BY JOHN CAHILL

CLASS 1: CIGARETTE CARD / TRADE CARD CATEGORY
C6
Roy Hathaway
Cocoa and Chocolate
C5
Roy Hathaway
The History of America
C4
Roy Hathaway
Smooth as Silk
C2
Margaret Hussey
Dogs of GB
C3
Michael Tubb
Cig. & Tobacco Advertising
C1
David Gerken
Types of Horses

138 votes
131 votes
123 votes
105 votes
101 votes
56 votes

CLASS 2: POSTCARD CATEGORY
P4
Coral Print
Huntley and Palmers
P6
Ken Hussey
Heavy Horse
P3
Geoff Ashton
Walking in the Zoo
P1
Bryan Clark
Sonning Lock
P7
Verna Palmer
Eating Your Words
P2
Verna Palmer
Getting Away From It All
P5
Richard Howarth
Thames Pleasure Steamers

189 votes
111 votes
105 votes
103 votes
74 votes
47 votes
36 votes

CLASS 3: CIGARETTE / TRADE CARD & POSTCARD CATEGORY
M3
Derek Davis
Underground 150
M4
Michael Tubb
Agriculture
M2
Coral Print
Zulu War 1879
M1
Derek Lewens
Nelson Touch
M7
John Cahill
50 years Behind the Settee
M5
David Gerken
Hindenburg
M6
John Devaney
James Dean

195 votes
141 votes
117 votes
88 votes
61 votes
23 votes
19 votes
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ROY'S REPORT
ROY SHEPPARD

(THIS REPORT HAS ALSO APPEARED IN "CARTOPHILIC NOTES & NEWS")
The guest speaker at Charvil Village Hall, on May 9th, was Edward Dixon
who gave an illustrated talk on “Postcards from the Great War”. The talk was
not about the military campaigns, or the horrors of
trench life and modern warfare, but focussed, instead,
on the social and cultural aspects. Bruce Bairnsfather's
‘Old Bill’, a WW1 artful and lovable ‘old sweat’, made a
guest appearance. Beloved by the ordinary soldier, 'Old
Bill' reflected, with characteristic British humour, a more
light-hearted perspective to the actual reality and horror
of the war for those back in England (These were, of
course, also available, during wartime, as cigarette cards
and Illustration No. 1 is a typical 'better 'ole' example
issued by Hill, in 1916, from a series entitled Fragments
of France. This was actually the title of a magazine, ILLUSTRATION No.1
published in several instalments by Putnam during this
period, featuring the insanity of war according to Bairnsfather. Many of the
illustrations originally appeared in "The Bystander" as stated on the cardbacks. Bairnfather's humour must have been a great comfort to those at The
Front and was a popular antidote to the inhumane sickness of war - KeepingHis-Head-Down Editor!).
Other cards portrayed the sentiments of those who were parted from their
loved ones; particularly the Bamforth song-cards and sentimental French
silks. The overall impression was that the real horrors of war were being
‘sanitised’ to avoid the lowering of morale on the Home Front. Postcards
were heavily censored both in the content of the written message and the
pictures that were portrayed. This romanticised form of censorship was done
despite the losses felt in every street, village, and town throughout the
country and was in contrast to the stark reality of the war that was taking
place in France, Belgium, the Dardanelles, and at sea.
On May 23rd, members spoke about and presented items from their card
collections or other collecting interests. This proved to be very entertaining
and illuminating with members talking about a diverse range of interests
including the Pitcairn Islands, coastal steamers, and old Scottish Loch
timetables (Unfortunately, no times were given for the next appearance of
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the Loch Ness Monster! It is now 80
years since the first sighting and
new investigations are underway.
The 'Nessie' card shown in
Illustration No. 2 is from a 1984
Quaker series entitled Monsters
from The Deep - Jellyfish Brain
Editor). David Gerken talked about
ILLUSTRATION No.2
his passion for bridges and showed us a toy tin money box, in the shape of an
airmail pillar box, that survived the London blitz in the 1940’s (the owner was
a very young boy then!). It is treasured now more than ever and David
recently acquired a Huntley & Palmer red pillar box tin to display alongside
the airmail survivor. John Cahill told us how his very young daughters sparked
his interest in collecting anything issued by, or with, “Kinder“ chocolate eggs.
Although his girls are adults now and have left the chocolate eggs far behind
them, John still retains his passion for all “Kinder” items. Royal, hand-written,
personally addressed envelopes were displayed by Coral Print. Michael Tubb
showed us some recent additions to his rapidly expanding collection of Singer
Sewing Machine card ephemera following on from his excellent "Singing in
the Rain" presentation in April. It was a very entertaining and enjoyable
evening.

READING RIVERMEAD FAIR 2013
ROY SHEPPARD

The moment when I saw the crowds surge into the Rivermead Hall as our
Annual Fair opened to the public, and then learnt that within the first twenty
minutes more than 400 people had come in, I felt a huge relief knowing that
this event was going to be a success. And it was. A huge one! The reason that
I felt like this is because so much depends on getting the collectors to attend
in their hundreds. The reputation of our Fair also relies on the advance
planning and attention to organisational detail as well as the publicity and
the active support of our Reading Branch members who always rally round
before and during the event. Although we were slightly down on numbers
compared to 2012, we were up on the 2011 attendance. There will always be
slight variations due to external factors but holding the Fair in June obviously
avoided clashes with the Henley Regatta and the Wimbledon Tennis Final.
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Although the sunny weather caused
temperatures to be rather hot in the
hall, it was not a ‘scorcher’ which usually
entices many collectors to alternative
outdoor events and locations. In my
opinion, there is no doubt that e-Bay has
affected the attendance at Fairs of ALL
types. It is remarkable that we have
managed to retain and increase the
popularity of our Fair, against all the
odds, and it is now widely regarded as
BEVERLY & MIKE SHARE A QUIET
one of the leading events in the card
MOMENT TOGETHER
collecting world.
Several collectors, who visited our stall, said that this was the first time
that they had ever been to our Reading Fair. At least five collectors
introduced themselves as e-Bay buyers who received a Fair leaflet with their
purchases. Mike Tubb encouraged several attendees in this way so this form
of promotion is worth pursuing. With a bit of help from other e-Bay dealers,
we may well get at least another 50 or 100 collectors through the door next
year!!! Please could all club members, who sell cards on e-Bay, be kind
enough to enclose a leaflet to all buyers about our next Fair (From March
2014 onwards within a 60 mile radius). Would any club dealers please also
ensure that you pre-load your sales bags with a leaflet before attending Fairs
and tell your customers and browsers about the next Reading Fair! This
would very much help to generate significant interest amongst collectors.
We also met two Belgian dealers who had travelled over especially for the
Fair. Although they had been to other major UK Fairs before, they were really
'raving' about their first visit to Rivermead and stated that they would
definitely return in 2014. American and Commonwealth accents were also
heard in the hall while one Scottish collector made his annual pilgrimage by
train from Inverness. A keen London collector, on his first visit, arrived with
£200 to spend; at 12.00, he was asking where the nearest cash point was
and, having obtained more cash, his quest continued. Obviously, he was a
happy and well satisfied visitor.
We heard nothing but praise from the dealers and the public alike. There
was a strong appreciation for how well the event was organised and, above
all, the friendly atmosphere and helpfulness of the club members. Coral Print
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as the Fair ‘Compere’ was also a hit! A special mention must be made of the
sterling work done by Bryan Clark. This was his first year as Fair Organiser and
he did superbly well; ably shadowed and helped by Geoff Ashton. And
thanks to everyone, including all the helpers and exhibitors, who made this
event another HUGE SUCCESS ! Unlike many Fairs, the public did not
abandon the hall at 1.00 pm. They stayed for the afternoon and were still
buying even after the official closing time.
Finally, the Competition Display generated a lot of interest with 111
judging forms filled-in by visitors and dealers. Well done to John Cahill and his
team for organising such a diverse exhibition of card themes. The runaway
winner of the Cigarette Card class was Roy Hathaway who swept the boards
with his three entries. Other winners are listed on the Competition Results
pages. I really will do a competition entry next year! Will we see the
appearance of Gabrielle Ray next year I wonder? (If I have anything to do
with it you will - Gabrielle Smitten Ed)

A POSTCARD TOUR: ON A PUB CRAWL
MIKE (MINE'S A PINT!) COMPTON

ILLUSTRATION No.1: The White Hart at
Shurlock Row (Now called "The
Shurlock") originally had stabling for
horses and traps with good
accommodation for cyclists. The
landlord was a Mr. Walter Richardson.
(In the postcard, you can see one of the
horses trying to nudge his way in! - Ed)
ILLUSTRATION No.1

ILLUSTRATION No.2: The village name
of 'Holyport' is from the anglo-saxon
and appears as Horipord in 1220.
Roughly translated it means 'a muddy
market town'. This was changed to
Holyport. "The George" is a 16th
century inn and until the 1980s the
450 year old pub was also the venue
for the village butchers. The landlord
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ILLUSTRATION No.2

was Mr. Arkeil and his son John was the butcher. During the reign of Charles
II (c1649-85) his mistress Nell Gwyn lived in Holyport. I would like to think
that they had an occasional drink at "The George" (although a romp in the
back room would have been a bit risky with the 'chopping block' butcher's son
on the premises! - Ed).
ILLUSTRATION No.3: "The Shire Horse"
building dates back to 1779 when the
inn was first known as "The Coach &
Horses". Sitting on the Bath Road, in
Maidenhead Thicket, it re-invented
itself as a foresters inn, a coaching
pub, and then a traditional pub. The
area around Knowl Hill and Littlewick
used to be notorious for highwaymen
such as Captain Hind. Rather than risk a
ILLUSTRATION No.3
journey through the Thicket, coaches
would stop at inns in Maidenhead en route to the west and "The Coach and
Horses" was one such inn.
In 1975, "The Courage Shire Horse Centre" was opened. As a consequence
of this, the inn was renamed "The Shire Horse".
"Your money or your life" growled Captain hind. "All spent in the Coach &
Horses" came the reply!
ILLUSTRATION No.4: At the top of
Waltham St. Lawrence Street is the
16th century pub named "The Bell". A
Mr. Ralph Newbery bestowed this
building for the benefit of the parish in
1608. Outside the pub is the village
'pound'. The pound was for selling
cattle. So the bell sold beer by the
pound! (A joke almost as bad as
Derek's infamous puns! - Cringing Ed)

ILLUSTRATION No.4

TO BE CONTINUED ....... AFTER THE NEXT ROUND (Hic!)
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HOW THE GREAT WESTERN RAILWAY CAME TO BERKSHIRE
PART TWO

DAVID TUBB (BROTHER OF MIKE!)
On the 1st July 1839, the railway section to Twyford was opened. The
cutting at Sonning Hill was a major feat of engineering. It is almost two miles
in length and up to 60 feet in depth. The work began in the autumn of 1836.
Gravel and clay were encountered and these had to be blasted-out. Three
years and several deaths later, with several firms going bankrupt and strikes
(Horse Guards were even called-in, from Windsor to Readings, to quell
troublesome strikers!), the work was eventually completed.
On the 14th March 1840, Brunel, accompanied by other GWR personnel,
had a trial run to Reading. The journey from London took 1 hour 10 minutes.
Their train was hauled by a locomotive called "Evening Star"; a name which
was carried by the last steam locomotive built at Swindon. Large crowds met
the train at Reading. This section of line was officially opened on the 30th
March. A large building was erected at Reading to accommodate trains and
passengers. It was 200 feet in length with a 150 foot long clerestory roof.
On the 24th March, during its construction, a sudden gust of wind blew the
whole of the 4 ton section from the top
of the building clear over the station
house. The body of an unfortunate
carpenter, named Henry West, was
found 200 feet away in a ditch. He had
been working on the roof at the time.
His body is buried at St. Lawrence
Church and his memorial board states
that "he lost his life in a whirlwind."
The first public train to run into
Reading was hauled by the engine
"Firefly" and led a total of 17 train
carriages that day. In June 1840, the line
was opened as far as Steventon which
completed 57 1/4 miles of track from
the east. The line from Berkshire was
completed within the year. A "Firefly"
ILLUSTRATION No.1
Broad Gauge replica can be seen in the
postcard shown (Illustration No. 1) and is based at Didcot Railway Centre.
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The first serious accident
on the line was in Sonning
Cutting on Christmas Eve
1841. The 4.30 a.m. train
from Paddington hit a
landslip. The passenger
carriages behind the engine
were crushed by the freight
wagons at the rear of the
train. (A Pamlin postcard
showing a typical freight
ILLUSTRATION No.2
train at Sonning Cutting is
shown in Illustration No. 2 - Ed). This accident instigated the Railway
Regulations Act of 1844 which ordered companies to provide carriages
protected from the weather and to be fitted with seats. Maximum fares of
not more than one penny per mile for 3rd Class passengers were also
stipulated.
A station at Slough was
finally permitted and was
opened in 1840. An Act
allowing
the
Windsor
Branch was granted in 1848.
However, the police had to
patrol the line and Eton
Masters had the authority
to remove the boys from
the
station
buildings
whenever they tried to
ILLUSTRATION No.3
leave without permission! The line was opened in October 1949 (Another
1988 Pamlin postcard of Windsor/ Slough station is depicted in Illustration
No. 3; celebrating the 150th anniversary of the opening of the first section of
the GWR from London to Maidenhead Bridge in 1838 - Ed).
The railway had a detrimental effect on the canal traffic. From 1841, the
Kennet & Avon had lost nearly all its through traffic; receipts falling from over
£50,000 during 1840-41 to only £39,000 in 1841-42. Local traffic was not so
badly hit but the Wiltshire and Berkshire canal traffic virtually disappeared.
By 1866, the Thames Commissioners were £90,000 in debt and later that year
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they disbanded. Control of river
traffic was handed over to the
Thames Conservators.
The last stagecoach between
London and Bristol ran in 1843.
Within 10 years of the railway
being in operation, nearly all the
turnpike groups were bankrupt.
The broad gauge of the Great
Western reigned supreme. The
ILLUSTRATION No.4
trains regularly travelled at over 60
miles per hour on the 7 foot 1/4 inch rails and were so 'roomy' and smooth
that the passengers always had a most comfortable journey.
Eventually, the Great Western had to change the gauge to the standard of
4 foot 8 1/2 inches. This was used by other companies due to the difficulty of
loading goods to the narrower gauge in places where these gauges met. For
some years, the GWR company ran on a mixed gauge of broad and narrow,
using one line, with a 'match wagon' being used to compensate for the
differences.
The great gauge conversion was completed in 1892. The Windsor Branch
remained as a mixed gauge until 1883 when the Windsor and Slough stations
were rebuilt. The 4 1/2 mile long Henley Branch was converted overnight (in
12 hours!) on 24th March 1876. This was the fastest conversion of all. The
last broad gauge train left Paddington for Plymouth on 20th May 1892 at 5
p.m. The final 177 route miles were then converted in two days.
An extra two running lines were added in 1877; making the 12 miles of line
between Reading and Maidenhead one of the fastest stretches in the
country. The Taplow-Didcot section was begun in 1890 which included the
widening of the Maidenhead bridge.
Many famous trains have run on the Main Line to Wales, the West of
England, and other destinations. These have included "The Cheltenham
Flyer" (at one time the fastest train in Britain!); "The Bristolian"; "The
Mayflower"; "The Red Dragon"; "The Cathedrals Express"; and many more.
Illustration No. 4 depicts a First Day Stamp Cover PC of the early 1847 "Iron
Duke" Broad Gauge train. Now the line is used by the ultra-modern High
Speed Train which is the fastest scheduled train in the land reaching speeds
of 125 miles per hour. Brunel would have been proud of the progress of his
wonderful line.
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SOD IT, LET'S OFFEND EVERYONE!

DEREK (HAVE YOU HEARD THE ONE ABOUT .....?) HEDGES
(1) I came out of the chip shop with a meat and
potato pie, large chips, mushy peas, and a jumbo
sausage. A poor homeless man sitting there said
"I've not eaten for two days." I told him: "I wish I
had your will power!"
(2) A fat girl served me in McDonalds at lunch time
today. She said "Sorry about the wait." I said "Don't
worry dear, you might lose it eventually!"
(3) Snow in the forecast! The TV weather girl said
she was expecting 8 inches tonight. I thought to
myself: Fat chance with a face like that!
(4) Japanese scientists have created a camera with such an immensely fast
shutter speed that it is now possible to take a photograph of a woman with
her mouth shut!
(5) And, of course, we have the traditional Irish joke to finish: Man in a hot air
balloon is lost over Ireland. He looks down and sees a farmer in the fields and
shouts down to him "Where am I?" The Irish farmer looks up and shouts back
"You can't fool me! You're in that basket up there!!" (Another 'basket case' I
presume ? Editor.)
EDITORIAL COMMENT: This is a heavily censored version of a list of wicked
(un-PC) wit which naughty
club jester, Derek, gave to me
recently. As most of you will
know, Derek is very cavalier
with his quips and no real
offense is intended. It is all
done in the worst possible
taste! The more easily
offended women may feel the
urge to punish the Editor for
printing some of these sexist jokes so please meet me in the tearoom after the
next meeting; I shall provide the whips, branding iron, and leather thongs!
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ONE CARD COMPETITION & ATTENDANCE STATISTICS
APR 11

APR 25

MAY 9

MAY 23

JUN 13

JUN 27

JUL 11

ATTENDANCES

31

31

24

28

28

23

28

COMPETITION
WINNERS:CIGARETTE
TRADE
POSTCARD
EPHEMERA

FS
MT
VP
VP

RW
MT
MH
JC

BC
CF
MC
JC

DD
MT
MC
CF

BC
MT
MT
JJ

JJ
CP
BC
BC

JC
JC
MC
DH

ABBREVIATIONS: MT = MIKE TUBB DD = DEREK DAVIS CP = CORAL PRINT
RW = ROGER WICHELOW GW = GRAHAM WRIGHT ML = MIKE LEE
BC = BRYAN CLARK MH = MARGARET HUSSEY JC = JOHN CAHILL
DG = DAVID GERKEN KH = KEN HUSSEY KT = KEN TOWNSEND JJ = JENNY JERRUM CF =
CHRISTINE FREWIN MC=MIKE COMPTON GA = GEOFF ASHTON
VP/JP = VERA & JOHN PALMER DH = DEREK HEDGES

1957 USA 'BAD HOLIDAY' POSTCARD
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FORTHCOMING MEETINGS

8th8AUG: MEMBER'S AUCTION. Competition Theme: SUCCESS (C)
8th
18th AUG (SUNDAY): CLUB OUTING TO McALPINE ESTATE
26 AUG: No Meeting
22nd
12th SEP: HIGH TIMES AT HEATHROW (Sheila Kennedy) Theme: FLY (C)
6thMSEP: MEMBER'S GENERAL DEALING. Competition Theme: VALUE (J)
26th
10th OCT: (PP) THAMES STEAMERS FROM RECENT FINDS (Neil Baldry)
Competition Theme: GATE (C)
24th
OCT: BRING-AND-TALK SESSION. Competition Theme: SET (J)
2224th
14th NOV: MEMBER'S AUCTION. Competition Theme: OFFER (C)
FURTHER INFO: CONTACT BRYAN CLARK (Club Secretary) 0118 948 1350.
All are warmly welcome to our lively and friendly meetings.
(C) = Charvil Hall. (J) = Jubilee Hall. (PP) = Powerpoint Presentation
URGENT REQUEST FROM THE EDITOR: Contributions, however small, are
now urgently required. Articles, reviews, personal reflections, card
discoveries, and local Collector Fair news are always welcome. Please bring
your contributions along to the meetings and pass them onto me, the
Editor, or send them to me via email at: johndevaney222@btinternet.com
Or by post to: JOHN DEVANEY,
10 YELVERTON ROAD,
WHITLEY,
READING, RG2 7SU.
I can also be contacted on 0118 9752553 or by telepathy. Thank you.
CLUB AUCTIONS: CONTACT RICHARD HOWARTH
Telephone: 0118 9794459.
Unwanted collectables are always welcome (20p per Lot to
club members). Contact Richard or bring items to meetings.
Contact Richard or bring along to club meetings. This is an
easy way to sell your postcards; trade cards; cigarette cards;
For further Reading Card Club details please send a SAE to:BRYAN CLARK,and
14 assorted
TOWER ephemera.
CLOSE, EMMER GREEN,
READING, RG4 8UU.
Email: bc975@aol.com
Tel: 0118 948 1350
Or visit our website: www.readingpostcards.com
“On the Cards” is published by Reading & District
Cigarette Card & Postcard Club.

PRINTED BY CAMPBELL PRINTERS OF READING.
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RIVERMEAD FAIR 2013 PHOTO-GALLERY
(PIX BY LIZ TEBBUT)

TUBBIAN TOGETHERNESS

TOP PRIZE-WINNER ROY

SEEKING TREASURE

CHAMPION KISSER KEN IN ACTION!

PRIZE-WINNER DEREK

MIKE THE MAGNIFICENT

THE ENTRANCE TABLE DYNAMIC DUO!

